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ABSTRACT 

Sister Carrie was an impression of Hermann Theodore Dreiser’s personal life. This story is about a lady who 

keeps chasing the materialistic needs. In her journey of life, she comes across pain love, a problem of unemployment, 

migration, a problem in fixing habitat, illegal affair, and robbery and so on. At the end of the novel, she will be succeeded. 

Human survival is the hardest task is proved in the novel Sister Carrie. This very research speaks about the multiple 

theories which involved in  Sister Carrie. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Theodore Dreiser (1871– 1945) was conceived in Terre Haute, Indiana, to average workers guardians, including a 

German migrant dad. His family foundation, including his dad's solid Roman Catholicism, his kin's turbulent sentimental 

connections, and the family's money related shakiness, would impact the subjects of his fiction. Dreiser likewise 

encountered his offer of sentimental intricacies, and his relational unions to Sara Osborne White and Helen Richardson 

were described by managed treachery.  

Dreiser never completed secondary school and went to Indiana University for multi-year before setting out on a 

three-year spell as a writer at an assortment of daily papers, including the Chicago Globe, New York World, and St.                  

Louis Globe-Democrat. Amid his initial vocation, Dreiser additionally functioned as an editorial manager and independent 

essayist for national magazines. In 1898, Dreiser started his first novel, Sister Carrie (1900), with the consolation of his 

significant other Sara Osborne White, and his writer companion, Arthur Henry. Dreiser constructs his novel to some extent 

in light of his sister Emma's association with a wedded man. The Doubleday Company distributed the novel reluctantly, 

maintaining a verbal consent to distribute it however, rejecting sufficiently to advance or convey the novel in light of 

protests over its ethical substance.  

Dreiser endured serious melancholy finished the episode, and would not distribute another novel until Jennie 

Gerhardt in 1911, again in view of family encounters and furthermore dubious in view of its ethical substance.                        

After his second novel, Dreiser went into a profitable period, distributing The Financier (1912), The Titan (1914)                    

(both piece of The Trilogy of Desire, in view of genuine business magnate Charles T. Yerkes), and The "Virtuoso" (1915), 

all of which kept on creating debate. Dreiser's most prominent money related and basic achievement                                

accompanied the production of An American Tragedy (1925), which was made into two motion picture variants,                         

one out of 1951 featuring Montgomery Clift and Elizabeth Taylor. Dreiser invested some energy in Hollywood 
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endeavoring to break into the screenwriting business however, was never fruitful.  

He additionally wrote in different types, including the short story, show, verse, a few books of movement 

composing, and true to life articles. In his later years, Dreiser's work turned out to be more thoughtful and theoretical, and 

his last books, The Bulwark (1946) and The Stoic (the incomplete third portion in The Trilogy of Desire,                         

distributed in 1947) investigate philosophical and religious thoughts Dreiser additionally turned out to be more engaged 

with political issues amid his later years and joined the Communist Party right away before his passing. In spite of the fact 

that Dreiser is condemned for his awkward style, his convincing characters and accounts keep on fascinating perusers,                          

and his significance to mid-twentieth century American writing is verifiable. 

OUTLINE OF SISTER CARRIE 

Sister Carrie recounts the narrative of two characters: Carrie Meeber, a customary young lady who ascends from a 

low-paid worker to a high-paid performing artist, and George Hurstwood, an individual from the upper white collar class 

who tumbles from his agreeable way of life to an existence in the city. Neither Carrie nor Hurstwood acquire their destinies 

through ideals or bad habit but instead through the irregular situation. Their triumphs and disappointments have no ethical 

esteem; this position marks Sister Carrie as a takeoff from the traditional writing of the period.  

Dreiser contacts upon an extensive variety of subjects and encounters in Sister Carrie, from crushing neediness to                      

upper-white collar class comfort. The novel harps on the minute as it is encountered; the characters are dove into the story 

without the peruser being told much, assuming any, of their chronicles. Their characters are always subject to change, 

mirroring the cutting edge American experience that had been introduced by the creating industrialist economy.                      

During the time spent this improvement, a great many country Americans hurried to the urban areas to discover 

employment and to construct themselves new lives and personalities. Sister Carrie catches the energy of that experience. 

MULTIPLE THEORIES IN SISTER CARRIE 

In spite of the fact that he was to hold onto Oriental enchantment as the reasoning of life in his later years, at the 

time he was composing Sister Carrie Theodore Dreiser credited to an "Mechanistic" theory of the real world. His initial life 

awed him with the mercilessness and need of a visually impaired destiny that forced itself upon the frail. He came to detest 

sick fortunes and visually impaired possibility, which perpetually ground to shreds any exertion the regular man made to 

raise himself, He didn't oppose destiny as one revolutionaries against underhanded; rather, he was so overwhelmed by the 

encounters and sights of human enduring that he considered it to be a general rule.  

Dreiser started to peruse the logic of nineteenth-century in Darwin and Spencer, in Tyndall and Huxley.                     

These journalists managed no new disclosures yet solidified and offered specialist to what he had since a long time ago 

suspected. Human life was without reason or importance; man is a subordinate, a useless blob of cellular material on a 

withering planet spinning capriciously through space — in Dreiser's own words, "a poor, blind trick."  

Despising from early youth anything to do with religion, Dreiser found a logical endorse for pain. The theory of 

evolution, as it was then imagined, uncovered nature as a salvage procedure of the battle for survival; this was just an 

augmentation on a bigger size of what Dreiser had seen in his childhood and young goes through the eastern United States.  
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Untrained in a coherent idea, he had little inconvenience in exchanging the hypotheses of advancement to 

ordinary reality. Component, despite the fact that it was preferably more confused than Dreiser, saw it, turned into his idea 

of "chemisms." Chemic impulses comprise of those wants and drives which are normally oblivious. Dreiser begat the term 

to summon the feeling of something to a great extent out of human control. "Chemism" endeavors to clarify human 

conduct in the terms of concoction or physical science. Through chemisms, Dreiser tried to clarify all wonders, natural and 

also inorganic. Life is chemism, identity is chemism, feelings and necessities are chemisms. In this manner, Dreiser sees no 

difference amongst the conduct of monsters, the human sex encourages, or any assessment which individuals consent to 

call higher or honorable.  

Realism is just component as it shows up in the human request. The universe of men, similar to the universe of 

aloof nature, is a savage place where just the most grounded can survive. Society is a total entire of nuclear subordinates, 

everyone a free unit of power and want, decided by one means or another by mechanical powers, pushing or clearing a 

path for different powers as it knocks insanely along. Every individual experiences snags which wreck him or meets with 

serendipitous streams which help him toward his objective. The solid surge ahead, the frail fall back, or more terrible yet, 

turn into the slaves of their betters. This is "Darwinism" at its starkest.  

Dreiser joins both the natural determinism of Darwin and the idea of visually impaired destiny in Sister Carrie. 

Extremely disabled by her purity and neediness, Carrie seems, by all accounts, to be gotten in an inescapable winding of 

disillusionment and destitution, were it not for a progression of conditions and fortuitous events that lift her out of her 

condition. On the off chance that Carrie had not met Drouet inadvertently in the city after she lost her activity, she would 

have returned home to Columbia City. On the off chance that the protected entryway had not by unaccountable possibility 

shut as Hurstwood remained by with his managers' cash in his grasp, Carrie would not have gotten to New York or turn 

into a well known performing artist. In such a world everyone must exploit what little open door he has, despite the fact 

that it implies relinquishing or harming others.  

In the somber universe of Dreiser's reasoning, ethical quality is a fantasy for soothing the feeble. It is a skeptical 

concession to the piece of ace and slave to shield the entire arrangement of chemisms from running amuck.                         

Dreiser likewise accepted, in any case, that "life was some way or another greater and subtler, and darker than any given 

hypothesis or request of life." It is through this escape clause that Dreiser finds the best approach to compose books of life 

as it seems to be.  

Dreiser not just reacts to his kindred man in an extremely prompt and thoughtful way, however more vitally, in 

spite of the points of confinement of his vision, he comprehends people. His comprehension goes a long ways past the 

determinism and chemisms through which he tries to clarify them. Were Dreiser unfit to comprehend humankind in 

wording other than his prohibitive logic, perusers would not find in his books bits of knowledge about other individuals 

which they didn't have previously. So, Theodore Dreiser is a superior craftsman than his logic would enable him to be. 
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